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Abstract. The main objective of the article is to test the difficulty of changing
evolutionary paths, by studying the evolution of the sectoral outcomes of one of
the basic regional and industrial policy tools in Greece, the Greek Investment
Law (GIL), through a brief analysis the past and present experience of GILs.
Based on a unique database of the past four GILS, I will try to comment on the
effectiveness of the policies in altering the investment decisions of Greek firms,
in the light of the national Smart Specialisation Strategy (3S), particularly
focusing on the current law (for which there is some preliminary unpublished
data), which incorporates - but is not limited to - the sectoral priorities of the
Greek National 3S Strategy, and the degree to which this is visible in the
preliminary data. More specifically, I will focus on the extent of visible changes
in the sectoral distribution of the recent GILs and whether these seem to con-
verge to the targets of the Greek National Smart Specialization Strategy and
whether the lack of convergence can be ascribed to the workings of evolutionary
mechanisms and in particular a political and cognitive lock-in.
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1 Introduction

Given the rather limited literature evaluating Smart Specialisation and – perhaps even
more so – the entrepreneurial discovery process [1], which should, at least in theory
identify the activities (sectors, clusters, ecosystems) to be assisted, through the par-
ticipation of a wide array of local actors), this paper aims to critically evaluate at least
two aspects of Smart Specialisation. The former is the conditionality attached to Smart
Specialization requiring policies to comply to the priorities of national or regional 3S.
What I will try to show is that adapting ‘traditional’ top-down industrial/regional policy
instruments to fit 3S often yields very limited results. The latter (which is inextricably
linked to the former) is related to the perceived effectiveness of the entrepreneurial
discovery process. In particular, I would like to test the hypothesis that the sectoral
priorities of Smart Specialisation strategies identify potential sources of growth,
increased profitability and attractiveness to investors. If this is the case, then, these
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activities should emerge as preferred choices for both incumbent and nascent enter-
prises and investors even in the absence of specific or mission oriented policies. What I
will argue is that in fact evolutionary paths often prove very difficult to change.

Further, I will try to probe into whether we can ascribe the stability of investment
decision of Greek firms (and consequently the stable industrial structure of Greece) to
the workings of evolutionary mechanisms and in particular a political and cognitive
lock-in, or whether this, as Glasmeier [2] warns, would constitute an uncritical use of
the concepts.

The paper will be based on the past and current experience of one of the basic
regional policy tools in Greece, the Greek Investment Laws (GILs). By studying the
evolution of the sectoral outcomes of past and present GILs I will try to comment on
the effectiveness of the 3S, particularly focusing on the current law (for which there is
some preliminary unpublished data), which incorporates - but is not limited to - the
sectoral priorities of the Greek National 3S, and the degree to which this is visible in
the preliminary data. More specifically, I will focus on the extent of visible changes in
the sectoral distribution of the recent GILs and whether these seem to converge to the
targets of the Greek National 3S.

2 Path Dependence and Lock-Ins

The notion of path dependence concerns the influence of past conditions, choices and
policies on current outcomes, or as Walker [3] noted, the fact that “… industrial history
is literally embodied in the present”. In anticipating the evolutionary turn in Economic
Geography Storper and Walker [4] wrote that: “Localized technological change in an
industry can be understood, like all industrial development, as an evolutionary path in
which each step moves one way from a past that cannot be recovered and that limits
future directions’.

The notion of path-dependence was introduced by the economists David [5], who
wrote on the economic history of technology and Arthur [6], who was interested on
self-reinforcing cumulative economic processes. During the recent years, path-
dependence and various other concepts of evolutionary thinking have been elevated
into one the dominant concepts of economic geography [7] employed on numerous
occasions as the hermeneutic instruments to a wide array of issues related to uneven
development, such as the persistence of regional disparities, the lock-in of regions to
particular functional specializations [8] and cluster development [9].

Similar notions had been used in economics and economic geography in the past.
First and foremost is Myrdal’s [10] attempt to account for uneven development through
the cumulative causation concept, which aimed at explaining regional divergence as
product of circular processes, or a stream of events directly flowing from a random
starting point in the recent or distant path. As Kaldor [11] noted, it is “the cumulative
advantages accruing from the growth of industry itself–the development of skill and
know-how; the opportunities for easy communication of ideas and experience; the
opportunity of ever-increasing differentiation of processes and of specialization in
human activities”. The idea that current outcomes are inescapably shaped by past
choices is also dominant in the various stages of growth/lifecycle theories [12–15]
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which view growth as a sequential process of various stages which eventually lead to a
final optimal stage. One of the main differences between stages/lifecycle theories and
path dependence [16] is that the former appear to be overly deterministic, prescribing
the exact stages that firms, milieus, regions or countries will go through, making the
exact definition of stages (and their sequence) the raison d’être in such theories. In
contrary, according to Martin and Sunley [17], in more recent approaches of Economic
Geography (‘evolutionary’, ‘institutional’ and ‘relational’), in path-dependence there is
“an emphasis on the context-specific, locally contingent nature of self-reinforcing
economic development, particularly the “quasi-fixity” of geographical patterns of
technological change, economic structures and institutional forms across the economic
landscape”, implying that path-dependence is not a deterministic mechanism. Finally,
concepts pertaining to path dependence have also been widely used by Marxist eco-
nomic geographers (such as Harvey [18] and Massey [19]), who viewed uneven
development as a historical process.

A lock-in is a situation where a number of factors will tend to maintain existing
industrial structures, even when they have reached maturity delaying their obsoles-
cence, along with the necessary industrial restructuring. According to the literature [8]
there exist three types of lock-ins:

• functional lock-ins (stemming from close and stable linkages between firms),
• cognitive lock-ins (a common world view created through social reinforcement, that

dictates how to interpret external signals) and
• political lock-ins (the politico-administrative system that keeps a region on course,

even when this course is a dead-end).

Although the writings of Arthur and David are widely considered to be the starting
points of the recent interest in lock-ins, there are some considerably older ideas closely
resembling the lock-in concept [20]. Olson’s [21] arguments on the negative impact of
institutional sclerosis on economic development at the national level seem to fit the
articles case study very well. Olson referred to the emergence of interest groups which
can stimulate the rent-seeking behaviour of actors. Not only can institutional rigidities1

hinder economic restructuring at both levels, in a worst-case scenario these rigid
institutions at the regional and national level mutually reinforce each other. An even
older idea is Checkland’s [33] large and shady upas tree (a metaphor used in his study
of shipbuilding in Glasgow until the 1950s) which prevents anything from growing
beneath it, even after the tree has died. Similarly, a dominating local industry prevents
any other new industry from growing beneath it. When the tree/industry dies there is
nothing to replace it, which can severely damage the local ecology/economy.

There are at least two pressing questions around lock-ins: the first is whether lock-
ins are inevitable. According to Setterfield [24] a lock-in “is not inevitable either in the
present, or at any point in the future” since regions may switch to a new technological
regime before the onset of lock-in, while the lock-in threshold is a variable and not a
constant, depending on the type of regime and the perceived profitability of the new

1 In fact, the role of institutions in shaping evolutionary paths [22, 23] is thought to be one the three
main views regarding path dependency [17].
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regime. On the other hand, although at a different scale, Pouder and John [9] claim that
a number of forces accounting for the initial success of fast-growing geographic clusters
of competing firms eventually lead to their adoption of suboptimal choices.

The second pressing question is whether there is a way out of a lock in. Even
though there are reports of regions finding a way out of lock-ins [8], Martin and Sunley
[17] claim that “the precise meaning of regional ‘lock-in’ (…) is unclear, and little is
known about why it is that some regional economies become locked into development
paths that lose dynamism, whilst other regional economies seem able to avoid this
danger and in effect are able to ‘reinvent’ themselves through successive new paths or
phases of development”. Hassink [25] argues that when it comes to political lock-ins,
the notion of a learning region in which the main actors “are strongly, but flexibly,
connected with each other and are open both to intraregional and interregional
learning processes” may provide a way forward. Supposedly in learning regions policy
makers should be involved in processes of identification of past errors, therefore
forming policies which could allow for breaking out of lock-ins. However, he claims
that due to (1) the fuzziness, (2) the normative character and (3) the fact that learning
regions may get squeezed between NISs and GPSs limits their effectiveness in
unlocking regional economies from lock-ins. Instead he proposes the notion of the
“learning cluster” as capable of playing that role. According to Maskel and Malmberg
[26] localised capabilities may decline because of asset erosion, substitution and lock-
ins. Hence, firms and regions may have to ‘un-learn’, habits or institutions of the past, a
process which is usually faced with considerable resistance from incumbent firms or
elites, highlighting the central role of a resolute public intervention [24].

3 Industrial and Regional Policies and Sectoral Rigidities
in Greece

During the last 30 years we have witnessed a major upheaval across the international
economic landscape, resulting in a rapidly changing international division of labor
(IDL). At the heart of this emerging new IDL is the growing industrial production in
the developing world, which is reflected in the increasing competitive pressures and the
resulting de-industrialization of most developed economies. According to UNCTAD-
stat data, the share of developing countries in the global manufacturing value added
increased from 27% in 2000 to 50% in 2014. This change is due to the particularly
dynamic growth of specific countries (BRICS and SE Asia) and the significant
expansion of global trade through the dramatic growth of global value chains. The
rapid upgrading of businesses, sectors, regions and developing countries enables them
to overcome significant traditional barriers to entry high value-added activities, sectors
and markets, transforming them into the main challenge of the global economy.

In the context of this changing environment, the European Union has set up a
broader strategic framework for the next decade, known as Europe 2020, comprised of
three complementary priorities: - smart growth based on knowledge and innovation; -
sustainable growth to promote more efficient use of resources, a greener and more
competitive economy, and inclusive growth, with high employment, social and terri-
torial cohesion. At the same time, according to recent European Competitiveness
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Reports (European Commission, 2013, 2014), Europe is in dire need of restructuring,
as it appears to be losing ground relative to its main competitors, namely the US and
SE. Asia. In addition, the recent crisis has had a major impact on the European
economy, which seem to be recovering more slowly than its main competitors.

The Greek economy was the biggest victim submitted to more than six years of
continuous recession and a consequent restructuring of the Greek production system,
which led to a decline in GDP reaching more than 25% and unemployment rates at
similar levels. At the same time, during the 2006–2016 period, gross capital investment
fell by −64.6%. The extent of the devaluation of invested capital in the productive
economy was (and still is) unprecedented and raises questions about the practical
possibilities of recovery. Indeed, since 2011 the evolution of the annual net private
capital formation has been clearly negative and much lower than other EU countries
that experienced a disinvestment problem during the global financial crisis (Italy,
Portugal). By the most conservative estimates to meet capital requirements of at least €
70 billion (AMECO/ECFIN, 2016), in order to raise the level of private capital for-
mation to 2010 levels.

In part, this picture was attributed to the weaknesses of the Greek growth model,
which relied too heavily on consumption and the abundance of cheap credit, especially
from foreign banks after Greece’s entry into the euro. This has led to the country’s
over-indebtedness, but also to the decline in the importance of productive investment.

Apart of the challenging external environment, the Greek economy is characterised
by a number of endogenous weaknesses which can be summarized as follows [27–29]:

• The problematic structure of the productive sector (e.g. prevalence of micro and
small businesses, low export propensity, limited performance in innovation and
R&D activities, the strong dualism of Greek businesses and the relative absence of
manufacturing and tradeable services).

• The problematic role of the state. This includes a range of issues such as the low
capacity to produce public goods, the inefficient organization of the education
system, the complex institutional framework and the frequently changing tax
regime. The way in which the state contributes to shaping the country’s vision and
strategy for development is also considered ineffective.

• The problematic form of public-private cooperation (cooperation to generate
oligopolistic revenue rather than new production/wealth).

• The relatively low propensity for entrepreneurship, and
• low social capital stocks.

3.1 The Greek Smart Specialisation Strategy

It is clear that the Greek economy is in dire need of a competitiveness boost and the
approval of the national 3S strategy in August 2015 provided a much-needed frame-
work which is based in three main strategic options intersected by four priority axes
(see Table 1).
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Further, as a result of a national entrepreneurial discovery process, the following
sectors were identified as priority activities in which the country occupies or may
develop considerable competitive advantages and by funneling available resources,
achieve considerable development outcomes:

(1) Agri-food, (2) Health – pharma, (3) Information and communication tech-
nologies, (4) Energy, (5) Environment and sustainable development, (6) Transport,
(7) Materials – construction, (8) Tourism - Culture - Creative industries.

Although the underlying logic behind identifying priority sectors is to leverage the
strengths of countries and regions in specific activities by diversifying into related
activities [30], in reality, the identification of related activities as well as the capacity to
measure relatedness remains understudied, at best [1]. To make things more compli-
cated, even if we assume that territories can discover the appropriate (in terms of
relatedness, complexity, or any other characteristic) activities to diversify into, the
ability of industries, regions or countries to alter evolutionary paths is hindered by a
variety of lock-ins [8] which may often cause severely limited rationality in terms of
both investment and location decisions.

In the following sections I will study the investment decision of Greek firms
assisted by the Investment Laws in an effort to evaluate the capacity of the instruments
to guide investment decision and therefore alter the sectors’ evolutionary path. I will
comment on the effectiveness of the three previous investment laws, with some
emphasis on the current law, which prioritizes the sectors identified in the national 3S.

Table 1. Main features of the Greek national 3S strategy

3S Strategic
choices

Investment in
creating and
spreading new
knowledge

Investment in RTD Developing innovative
mindset, and institutions
and RTD networks in the
society

Intervention
axes

Areas of intervention

Capacity
building

Building RTD
capacity in the
specialization
sectors

Breeding new business
actors

Support mechanisms and
institutional framework

Support of
RTD
activities

Supporting RTD
activities and
excellence niches

Supporting inhouse
research and
innovation in
enterprises

Boosting demand for
innovation by the public
administration

Support
mechanisms
and
structures

Supporting
network (infra)
structures

Infrastructure and
support mechanisms of
innovative
entrepreneurship

Mechanisms of
entrepreneurial discovery

Extroversion
and
networking

Cooperation in
RTD

Business extroversion Developing innovative
culture

Source: https://www.espa.gr/el/pages/staticRIS3.aspx
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4 The Greek Investment Laws

The investment law is historically the most significant policy tool with objectives that
pertain to regional policies as well as industrial policies [31, 32]. During the last fifty
years numerous laws have provided various types of assistance (predominantly direct
grants, but also tax reliefs and other types of aid) to firms investing in Greece or abroad
with aid intensities that allow for more support to firms investing in least developed
regions of the country.

The last three laws were Law 2601/98, Law 3299/05 and Law 3908/2011, while the
current law (Law 4399) was enacted in 2016.

4.1 Objectives of the Laws

All four laws explicitly aim at the restructuring of the Greek economy. in particular, the
older law aimed at ‘…the restructuring of sectors and branches of production’ with
very little information concerning the exact or approximate direction of this restruc-
turing. In turn, the three more recent ones were more specific is setting priorities linked
to ‘promoting technological change and innovation’ (L. 3299/05), while L. 3908/2011
was even more explicit, aiming at: a) improving competitiveness, b) technological
development c) promoting the Green Economy. Finally, the current law is perhaps the
more detailed and at the same time the more ambitious one, aiming at (adopted from
the explanatory statement of the law):

“the gradual shift of priorities from the production of low value-added products
and low knowledge-intensive products and services to a new direction, which - without
ignoring the country’s comparative and competitive advantages (sectoral or hori-
zontal) - will invest in the discovery of new sources of value and competitive advan-
tage. Its main features will be:

• The effort to re-industrialize the country while shifting to higher value-added
marketable services.

• Increasing the technological content of products and services, as well as innovative
processes.

• Facilitating the entry of new entrepreneurs.
• Creating tools that allow the development law to be better adapted to the specific

characteristics of specific areas and economic activities.
• Strengthening the extroversion of Greek businesses.”

Furthermore, as was already mentioned, the current law explicitly prioritizes the
national 3S sectors.

4.2 The Sectoral Distribution of the Laws and a Discussion

Most of the approved projects in all laws are characterized by relatively low techno-
logical content and knowledge intensity (Fig. 1). Specifically, 95% of the projects
involved investments by enterprises in low tech (29% – e.g. food, tobacco, garments,
wood, paper etc.) and medium – low tech manufacturing activities (19%, e.g. petro-
leum, plastic, non-metallic mineral products, basic metals, repair and installation of
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machinery, etc.), provision of less knowledge-intensive services (35%, e.g. hotels,
transportation, travel agencies, etc.), as well as primary sectors (10%) and energy (1%).

On the contrary, high or medium – high-tech sectors accounted for 4% of total
projects. As an indication, of how Greece compares to the rest of Europe, in 2010, EU
industry was almost equally divided in terms of technological intensity in two main
groups (53% for low-tech/medium-low tech and 47% for high-tech/medium-high tech).

In terms of sectors, the priorities of all four laws were to varying extents clearly not
fulfilled, while the current law, which pertains to the national 3S strategy the most does
not seem to diverge from the norm, which is an overwhelming majority of projects in
the hotel sectors (ranging between 40%–50%). An interesting point here is the fact that
the hotel sector is a very mature one, while most projects were concentrated into the
core activity of hotels with very little (if any) diversification to related sectors.

An even more convincing characteristic of the current law regarding the difficulty
of path switching or upgrading is the relative collapse of the most innovative schemes
of the Law and those that could signal an upgrade or a diversification of the Greek
economy. For example, the scheme of innovative new enterprises managed to attract
very little interest, while the networking scheme turned out to be a total failure, failing
to attract a single application!

The situation could be attributed to all kinds of lock-ins. Functional, since (mainly
in the insular regions but also progressively in the large urban centers) tourism and the
related activities account for the vast majority of economic activity, embedding local
and regional productive systems; cognitive, since the sector is widely considered as the
country’s “heavy industry” and the optimal activity to capitalize on the country’s
comparative advantage. Nevertheless, it is foremost a political lock-in and has con-
sistently been so since the early 1980’s. In fact, the functional and cognitive lock-ins
seem to fuel the political one, which is evident, not so much in the existence of a “thick
institutional tissue” [25], but mainly in the state’s reluctance to view tourism for what it
is, i.e. a relatively low productivity sector absorbing scarce resources which could be

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

High-tech
High-tech KIS

Knowledge-intensive services
Less Knowledge-intensive services (LKIS)

Low-tech
Medium-high-tech
Medium-low-tech

Constructions
mining

Energy production and distribution
Primary (inc. Aquaculture)

projects employment

Fig. 1. Technological and knowledge content of projects (l.3299)
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better employed in higher value added activities. The exact mechanisms, as well as the
relations between the various types of lock-in constitute very interesting issues for
future research.
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